Over 330 million gods the Hindus have. Indeed, there, is a reason on non-believing. Honestly and obviously, I do not believe in the Vedas, the Upanishads and all that goes by the name of Hindu scriptures, and therefore on reincarnation or rebirth. I do not believe in their supreme being, the Brahman, who is the source, operator, and creator of everything in the world. I do not believe in the Hindu taboo of not eating beef. I disbelieve in idol-worship. Why? Because I am a Roman Catholic Christian. I believe in our own unique scripture or the bible, the foundation of all catholic christian lives, I believe in One God in Three Divine Persons. I eat cooked meat and etc. I only worship, adore and glorify one God. Nevertheless, certainly, if I am a Hindu, I will believe on my 330 million gods we have. I will believe in the Vedas, the Upanishads and all that goes by the name of Hindu scriptures; and therefore on reincarnation or rebirth. I will believe in our supreme being, the Brahman, who is the source, operator, creator of everything in the world; I will never eat beef because; perhaps my ancestors are with them. I will stand firm and defend my religion and our beliefs. Different people have different beliefs which mold their faith depending on where they are, when they were borne and what culture and religion they belong or practice. Indeed, thru these things, it is good to ask; what is the true religion? Is there a true religion? How important religion is? Does religion save? Is it possible to have dual religion or many religions like a dual citizenship?

Human existence is very profound, too deep that even brilliant thinkers cannot fathom because it entails a lot, so many that seldom impossible to understand. Hundreds of persons studied man already, certainly they have different perspectives of man; some would say man is the measure of all things, others would say man comes from air, from water, from evolution, man has body and soul, etc. indeed, one of them was Aristotle and his mind will tell us that man has three concerns in his existence in this world, to wit; the concern in physical existence, the food, shelter, even cravings and etc.; the concern in the mind, wisdom, thirst for knowledge and avoid ignorance; and the concern for spiritual cultivation, the soul. It is being clear to us that physical and intellectual concerns of man are manifested and obvious but what is not obvious is about the soul. Of course, we know that there is a soul because of our empirical experience with other persons who educated us and through reading also. Putting in this perspective that man really has a soul and the goal of the soul is to be with the Divine which is I guess one of the beliefs of every religion in this world. How can a man, having a soul, help his own soul to be with the Divine? On the other hand, Human beings have a mortal body, body that can be corrupted and life in the body is not eternal but what is eternal is the life within the soul but how can the soul be eternal?

In Christianity, salvation of soul must have a faith coupled with good works. As the Bible says, I am already saved (Rom. 8:24, Eph. 2:5–8), but I’m also being saved (1 Cor. 1:18, 2